Quick. Quiet. Delicious.

Quicker? Quieter? Easier than ever? That’s dinner, thanks to LG’s 2.0 cu. ft. Over-The-Range microwave. Sensor Cooking’s humidity-sensing technology helps prevent over- and under-cooking, so you can cook with confidence. Sautéing on the cooktop? QuietPower™ Ventilation overhead helps remove steam and cooking aromas quickly and quietly, so the conversation doesn’t have to stop. And thanks to LG’s EasyClean™ interior, you don’t have to sweat spills or splatters. Simply wipe with a damp cloth, and your microwave is clean in minutes.

COOKING PERFORMANCE
• 2.0 cu.ft. Oven Capacity
• 1000 Watts
• 400 CFM Exhaust Fan
• Sensor Cooking

STYLE AND DESIGN
• Premium Finishes in Stainless Steel, Smooth White and Smooth Black
• ProStyle Design
• SmoothTouch™ Glass Controls

CONVENIENCE
• EasyClean™
• Energy Savings Key
• QuietPower Ventilation System

EasyClean™
Spills? Splatters? Don’t sweat it. LG’s EasyClean™ interior resists stains and buildup, so cleaning your microwave doesn’t have to be a chore. Simply wipe with a damp cloth—no chemicals, no scrubbing, no problem.

QuietPower™ Ventilation System
With an Over-the-Range Microwave Oven, strong ventilation is key. That’s why LG has created the QuietPower™ vent, which does the job quietly, without interrupting your life.

Sensor Cooking
Eliminate the guesswork in cooking. Humidity-sensing technology determines when food is cooked and automatically turns off the microwave to help prevent the over- or under-cooking of meals.
# 2.0 cu.ft. Over-the-Range Microwave Oven

## LMV2031

### CAPACITY
- **Oven Capacity**: 2.0 cu. ft.

### FEATURES
- **Watts**: 1,000
- **Exterior Design**: WideView™ Traditional
- **Control Type**: SmoothTouch™ Glass Controls
- **Display**: Green, 4 Digit LED

### COOKING FEATURES
- **Sensor Cook Options**: 8
- **Power Levels**: 10
- **Defrost**: Auto, Time and Rapid Defrost
- **Reheat**: Sensor Reheat
- **EZ On (Add 30 seconds)**
- **More/Less**
- **Melt/Soften**
- **Custom Set**

### CONVENIENCE FEATURES
- **EasyClean™**
- **Energy Savings Key**
- **Bi-Level Cooking Rack**
- **Turntable Type**: DDS
- **Turntable Diameter**: 14.2”
- **Clock**
- **Kitchen Timer**
- **Completion Beeper**
- **Turntable On/Off**

### LIGHTING
- **Lighting**: Incandescent (2), Hi/Low/Off

### SAFETY FEATURES
- **Child Lock**

### VENTING SYSTEM
- **Filtration**: Charcoal Filter
- **Power Levels**: 3 (Turbo/Hi/Low)
- **Vent Grille Type**: Hidden
- **Vent Air Flow (CFM)**: 300

### MATERIALS/FINISHES
- **Available Colors**: Smooth White (SW), Smooth Black (SB), Stainless Steel (ST)
- **Interior Color**: Gray

### DIMENSIONS
- **Cavity (WxHxD)**: 21 3/4” x 10 5/8” x 14 5/8”
- **Exterior (WxHxD)**: 29 15/16” x 16 7/16” x 15 7/8”
- **Shipping Qty.**: 325 sets / 40ft.
- **Net Weight**: 63 lbs
- **Shipping Weight**: 70 lbs

### LIMITED WARRANTY
- **1 Year Parts and Labor (In Home Service)**
- **10 Years Limited on Magnetron (In Home Service)**

### UPC CODES
- **LMV2031SW** Smooth White 048231 318665
- **LMV2031SB** Smooth Black 048231 318662
- **LMV2031ST** Stainless Steel 048231 319010
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